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What Is Religion
Religion definition, a set of beliefs concerning the cause, nature, and purpose of the universe,
especially when considered as the creation of a superhuman agency or agencies, usually involving
devotional and ritual observances, and often containing a moral code governing the conduct of
human affairs.
Religion | Definition of Religion at Dictionary.com
Religion is a cultural system of designated behaviors and practices, morals, worldviews, texts,
sanctified places, prophecies, ethics, or organizations, that relates humanity to supernatural,
transcendental, or spiritual elements. However, there is no scholarly consensus over what precisely
constitutes a religion.
Religion - Wikipedia
Definition of religion for English Language Learners. : the belief in a god or in a group of gods. : an
organized system of beliefs, ceremonies, and rules used to worship a god or a group of gods. : an
interest, a belief, or an activity that is very important to a person or group.
Religion | Definition of Religion by Merriam-Webster
Religion is an umbrella term for multiple things and as such, it is difficult to define religion without
taking time to highlight the various guises of religion and religious behaviour. It occurs in today's
confusing and wild world, that "religion" is a term that is denied by some of those very people who
the term encompasses.
What is Religion? How Do You Define Religion?
Religion, human beings’ relation to that which they regard as holy, sacred, absolute, spiritual,
divine, or worthy of especial reverence. It is also commonly regarded as consisting of the way
people deal with ultimate concerns about their lives and their fate after death .
religion | Definition & List of Religions | Britannica.com
For those who focus on functionalist definitions, religion is all about what it does: if your belief
system plays some particular role either in your social life, in your society, or in your psychological
life, then it is a religion; otherwise, it’s something else (like philosophy). Examples of functionalist
definitions include describing religion as something which binds together a community or which
alleviates a person’s fear of mortality.
What Is Religion? ...and the Problem of Defining Religion
"What is religion? This question seems to me to be often answered amiss. The word connotes a
bond and means essentially (I suggest) a personal relation with the unseen. The relation may be a
reality or a delusion. Religion, as we speak, may be true or false, but its essence is in this relation
through the veil that hides from us the invisible ...
What is Religion - World Spirituality
Some define "religion" in terms of "the sacred" and/or "the spiritual," and thus require two
additional terms to be defined. Sometimes, definitions of "religion" contain more than one
deficiency.
What is "religion"? - Religious Tolerance
Religion is a phenomena that arises out of that need. Religious people are willing to live according
to and at times to die for what they most value. Religion is the primary form in which that valuation
is expressed and transmitted from one generation to the next.
What is Religion? - Queensborough Community College
Religion is a fundamental set of beliefs and practices generally agreed upon by a group of people.
These set of beliefs concern the cause, nature, and purpose of the universe, and involve devotional
and ritual observances.
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Meaning of Religion - Religion - AllAboutReligion.org
What is Religion? Is religion a strong belief in a supernatural power or powers that control human
destiny or is it a system of symbols, myths, doctrines, ethics and rituals for the expression of
ultimate relevance (Carmody, 2008).
What Is Religion? Essay - 1614 Words | Bartleby
Below is a selection of definitions of "religion" from a variety of sources. While no one definition can
completely sum up what religion is, together they can bring one to a closer understanding of what
we mean when we talk about "religion."
Definitions of Religion - ReligionFacts
What is religion? The answer might not be as simple as you thought. Twitter: @andrewmarkhenry
Facebook: www.facebook.com/religionforbreakfast Blog: www.relig...
What Is Religion?
A religion is a set of beliefs that is passionately held by a group of people that is reflected in a world
view and in expected beliefs and actions (which are often ritualized). There are many different
religions, each with a different set of beliefs.
Religion - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Define religion. religion synonyms, religion pronunciation, religion translation, English dictionary
definition of religion. n. 1. a. The belief in and reverence for a supernatural power or powers,
regarded as creating and governing the universe: respect for religion. b.
Religion - definition of religion by The Free Dictionary
Some Definitions of Religion 1. "[Religion is] the belief in Spiritual Beings" (Edward B Tylor, Primitive
Culture) 2. "By religion, then, I understand a propitiation or conciliation of powers superior to man
Some Definitions of Religion - kenyon.edu
Religion in the United States is diverse with Christianity being the majority religion. Various religious
faiths have flourished within the United States. A majority of Americans report that religion plays a
very important role in their lives, a proportion unique among developed countries. [needs
update?Historically, the United States has always been marked by religious pluralism and diversity
...
Religion in the United States - Wikipedia
Religious definition is - relating to or manifesting faithful devotion to an acknowledged ultimate
reality or deity. How to use religious in a sentence. ... believing in God or gods and following the
practices of a religion a religious person. 2: of or relating to religion ...
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